Lecturers at the Summer Schools 2009–2018

Prof Ademola Abass


Brenda Akia

(Alumna of the Centre) Panel Discussion “Victims’ Roles in International Criminal Justice” (2018)

Dr Philipp Ambach

(International Criminal Court) Panel Discussion “Victims’ Roles in International Criminal Justice” (2018)

Prof Kai Ambos


Shamila Batohi

(Senior Legal Advisor to the Prosecutor, International Criminal Court), “The International Criminal Court – A Legal Entity in a Political World” (2014)

Prof René Blattmann

PD Dr Boris Burghardt
(Universität Hamburg), Panel Discussion “The Legitimacy Debate: Selectivity and Power” (2018)

Prof Claudia Cárdenas Aravena

Prof Indirah Carr

Judge Chang-ho Chung

Prof Jaime Couso
(University Diego Portales, Santiago de Chile), “Transition to Democracy and Post Transitional Justice in Chile” (2010)

Prof Lawrence Douglas
Judge Chile Eboje-Osuji


Dr Aziz Epik


Prof Lovell Fernandez

(Director of the South African-German Centre for Transnational Criminal Justice, University of the Western Cape, Cape Town, South Africa), “Corruption and Money Laundering in the Statute of the AU-Court” (2015)

Judge Silvia Fernandez de Gurmendi

(President of the International Criminal Court), “Recent Legal Developments at the ICC” (2012)

Prof Cristina Fernández-Pacheco Estrada

(Universidad de Alicante, Spain), ”The Crime of Genocide – European and Spanish Perspectives” (2016)

Judge Christoph Flügge


Prof Luigi Foffani

(University Modena e Reggio Emilia, Modena, Italy), ”The Berlusconi-Case” (2010)
Dr Julia Geneuss


Prof Martin Heger


Prof Kevin Jon Heller


Judge Piotr Hofmański


Prof Florian Jeßberger


Prof Bing Bing Jia

(Tsinghua University, Beijing, China), “China and International Criminal Law” (2011)
Wolfgang Kaleck

Dr Sara Kendall
(University of Kent), Panel Discussion “The Legitimacy Debate: Selectivity and Power” (2018)

Prof Gerhard Kemp

Selemani Kinyunyu

Dr Matthias Korte

Dieter Magsam
Prof Jaime Malamud Goti


Prof Bernard Martin


Dr Chantal Meloni


Fatuma Mninde-Silungwe


Judge Sanji Monageng

(Vice President of the International Criminal Court), “Africa and the International Criminal Court - Present Situation and Future Development” (2014)
Prof Najma Moosa


Angela Mudukuti

(Alumna of the Centre), Panel Discussion “The Legitimacy Debate: Selectivity and Power” (2018)

Prof Volker Nerlich


Prof Sarah Nouwen


Prof Jens Ohlin


Dr Juliet Okoth

Victoria Olayide Ojo

Deborah Orina

Prof Philipp Osten
(Keio University Tokyo, Japan), “The Tokyo Major War Crimes Trial and the Japanese Debate about ‘Crimes against Peace’” (2011)

Prof Ryszard Wilson Piotrowicz

Christian Ritscher

Prof Sam Rugege
(Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Rwanda), “Prosecutions of International Crimes by Domestic Courts – The Rwandan Experience” (2014)
Prof Sergey Sayapin  

Prof David J. Scheffer  
(Northwestern University, Chicago, USA), “The United States and the International Criminal Court” (2014)

Thomas Schneider  

Judge Bertram Schmitt  

Prof Ulrich Sieber  
(Director Max Planck Institute for Foreign and International Criminal Law; University of Freiburg), “Cybercrime and Criminal Law in the Information Society” (2013)

Fatuma Silungwe  
(South African German Centre for Transnational Criminal Justice) “Trafficking in Drugs and Persons” (2015)

Prof Julia Sloth-Nielsen  
(University of the Western Cape, South Africa), “Children as Victims and Perpetrators of Crimes under International Law” (2011)
Prof Sang-Hyun Song


Dr Leonie Steinl

(Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin/ Universität Hamburg), “Sentencing and Reparations at the International Criminal Court” (jointly with Dr Aziz Epik) (2018)

Judge Cuno Tarfusser


Dr Marshet Tadesse Tessema


Prof Dire Tladi

(University of Pretoria, South Africa), “Immunities in International Criminal Law and in the Statute of the AU-Court” (2015)

Prof em. Christian Tomuschat

Judge Ekaterina Trendafilova

(Judge at the International Criminal Court), “The International Criminal Court – A View from the Inside” (2011)

(President of the Kosovo Specialist Chambers), “Tendencies and Developments in International Criminal Justice” (2018)

Stefan Uecker


Chantal Uwimana/Anette Jaitner


Prof Moritz Vormbaum


Prof Shizou Wang


Justice Anthony Whealy

(Judge at the Supreme Court of New South Wales, Australia), “Terrorism on Trial – The Australian Experience” (2011)
Dr Charity Wibabara

Prof Harmen van der Wilt

Prof Petra Wittig
(Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, Munich, Germany), “The Criminality of Corruption under German Law” (2015)

Dr Hannah Woolaver

Marian Yankson-Mensah
(Alumna of the Centre) Panel Discussion “Victims’ Roles in International Criminal Justice” (2018)

Prof Andreas Zimmermann

Dr Verena Zoppei
(German Institute for International and Security Affairs), Lecture “Money Laundering” (2016)